
Alan Bennett’s characters are taken from the traditional cheeky seaside postcards. They are all 
‘cartoon characters’, but in their world, they are perfectly serious about their situation. The action 
of the play takes place in Dr Wicksteeds' house in Hove, around 1970.

Mrs Swabb, a cleaner and all-knowing ‘Fate,’ introduces the main characters. Dr Wicksteed has an 
eye for the ladies and lacks ambition; his wife, Muriel, is a more assertive figure; their son, Dennis, 
is a wimpish hypochondriac, frustrated at his lack of a girlfriend.

Connie is a flat-chested spinster who secretly longs to be sexually alluring; Sir Percy Shorter was
once Muriel's sweetheart and bears a grudge against Wicksteed; Lady Rumpers is concerned for the
purity of her daughter Felicity; Canon Throbbing is anxious to abandon his celibate state, which he
finds a strain to keep up.

Wicksteed meets Felicity and is consumed with lust for her. Muriel finds her old feelings for Sir
Percy rekindled and she plots a rendezvous.  A false bust arrives for Connie. Felicity and Dennis go
off together. Mr Shanks, the false bust fitter arrives and mistaking Muriel for his client, handles her
substantial bust. Muriel, aroused to a predatory frenzy, pursues Shanks until interrupted by the 
arrival of Sir Percy, who misreading the situation, injects Shanks with a tranquilliser. 

Connie has put on her padded breasts, which make her feel suddenly attractive. She mistakes 
Sir Percy for the fitter, and invites him to handle her bust. He is aroused and is discovered trouserless
by Canon Throbbing, whom he attempts to tranquilise, pursuing him with a hypodermic. 

Dennis and Felicity declare their intention to marry, but he is sent away by Wicksteed, who then
attempts to seduce Felicity. Sir Percy catches him in the act and threatens to have him struck off.
Muriel joins in the denunciation and the uproar is increased by a suicide attempt by Wicksteed's 
patient Mr Purdue, who is tries to hang himself just as Lady Rumpers enters.

Lady Rumpers removes Felicity. Muriel tells Wicksteed to leave the family home, Throbbing and
Sir Percy argue about which of them is to marry Connie. Muriel later relents and allows Wicksteed
to remain, provided he resumes his long-neglected conjugal duties. Shanks comes round from the 
tranquiliser and denounces Muriel as a sex-maniac. Wicksteed tells her that it is now she who must
leave the family home. 

Lady Rumpers arrives to remove Felicity. It emerges that she has had sex with Dennis. She is 
already pregnant, but has agreed to marry him – only because she wants a father for her child; she
believes Dennis has a fatal illness and that he will soon leave her as a widow. 

Lady Rumpers reveals that history is repeating itself: she was seduced when young and made a 
marriage of convenience to give Felicity a legal father. Sir Percy makes a casual comment that leads
to the discovery that he was the seducer – and is Felicity's father. 

It emerges that Dennis's imagined fatal illness is real, and Felicity agrees to go ahead with the 
marriage. Throbbing and Connie also pair off. Wicksteed is left alone to reflect on the transience of
human life and the importance of seizing sexual opportunities whenever possible: "He whose lust
lasts, lasts longest". 

All perfectly straightforward! The play is quite ‘rude’ and although 45 years old is an evergreen of the
amateur stage. The outrgaeous plot about sex and lust will still surprise some people! 
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